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We report a theoretical and simulation study of the drying and wetting phase transitions of a
truncated Lennard-Jones fluid at a flat structureless wall. Binding potential calculations predict
that the nature of these transitions depends on whether the wall-fluid attraction has a long ranged
(LR) power law decay, or is instead truncated, rendering it short ranged (SR). Using grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulation and classical density functional theory we examine both cases in detail. We
find that for the LR case wetting is first order, while drying is continuous (critical) and occurs
exactly at zero attractive wall strength, ie. in the limit of a hard wall. In the SR case, drying is
also critical but the order of the wetting transition depends on the truncation range of the wall-fluid
potential. We characterize the approach to critical drying and wetting in terms of the density and
local compressibility profiles and via the finite-size scaling properties of the probability distribution
of the overall density. For the LR case, where the drying point is known exactly, this analysis allows
us to estimate the exponent ν‖ which controls the parallel correlation length, i.e. the extent of
vapor bubbles at the wall. Surprisingly, the value we obtain is over twice that predicted by mean
field and renormalization group calculations, despite the fact that our three dimensional system is
at the upper critical dimension where mean field theory for critical exponents is expected to hold.
We suggest reasons for this discrepancy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The behaviour of a liquid drop in equilibrium with its
vapor and in contact with a flat substrate (or ‘wall’) is
characterised in thermodynamic terms by the contact an-
gle θ that the drop makes with the substrate [1]. The
precise value of θ depends on the surface chemistry of
the substrate, but in broad terms, strong wall-fluid at-
traction is associated with a small contact angle, while
weak attraction is associated with a large contact angle,
as shown schematically in Fig. 1. On increasing the wall-
fluid attraction the contact angle approaches the limit
θ → 0◦. This corresponds to the wetting transition in
which a macroscopic liquid layer intrudes between the
wall and the vapor. The drying transition is the coun-
terpart of wetting that occurs as the wall attraction is
progressively weakened so that θ → 180◦, whereupon a
macroscopic vapor layer intrudes between the wall and
the liquid. Values of 0◦ < θ < 90◦ are often termed
partially wet, while values 90◦ < θ < 180◦ are termed
partially dry. Young’s equation:
γvl cos(θ) = γwv − γwl , (1)
expresses θ in terms of the wall-vapor (wv), wall-liquid
(wl) and vapor-liquid (vl) surface tensions.
Let us consider first the nature of wetting. This has
been the subject of enduring experimental, theoretical
and simulation interest [2]. As is well established, the
character of the transition can be either discontinuous
(first order) or continuous (critical) depending in a sub-
tle fashion on whether the wall-fluid (wf) potential is
long-ranged (LR) or short ranged (SR) and on whether
the fluid-fluid (ff) interaction is LR or SR. [3–10]. Most
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a liquid drop on a flat sur-
face showing how the contact angle θ varies as the attractive
strength of the wall-fluid interaction potential is reduced from
a large value (left) to a small value (right). The ‘neutral’ case
θ = 90◦ marks the boundary between the partially wet and
partially dry regimes.
experimental studies of wetting transitions find these to
be first order (see [11] for a review and [12] for a recent
study of water). Critical wetting is much rarer (although
potentially more interesting from a fundamental perspec-
tive) and experimental reports have, to date, been lim-
ited to a few special cases [10, 13, 14]. Consequently,
the bulk of progress towards elucidating the character of
critical wetting has come from theoretical and simulation
approaches, which have revealed a wealth of complex be-
haviour [3–6, 8, 9, 13–24]. Theoretical treatments typi-
cally adopt a mean field (MF) approach based on Landau
theory, binding potentials or density functional theory
(DFT). These predict that critical wetting occurs when
both wf and ff interactions are SR, and that d = 3 is
the upper critical dimension. Hence three dimensional
systems are a borderline case for the validity of mean
field theory. Renormalization Group (RG) calculations
[16, 25] predict non-universal behaviour in this instance–
a finding that has prompted concerted simulation efforts
to clarify the nature of the criticality. Unfortunately sim-
ulations are complicated by the finite-size effects that
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2stem from the divergent critical correlations. Early work
for a nearest neighbor Ising model with surface fields
[9, 17] yielded pronounced discrepancies with RG predic-
tions regarding the critical exponents, prompting efforts
to extend the theoretical framework to non-local interfa-
cial Hamiltonians [21, 22, 26] in order to explain the dif-
ferences. More recent simulation studies have attempted
to deploy finite-size scaling (FSS) techniques, using data
from a wide range of lattice sizes, in order to pinpoint the
transition and elucidate its character [23, 24]. Significant
inaccuracies were identified in the earlier estimates of the
transition point, which had in turn skewed the estimates
of critical point properties. However, difficulties in apply-
ing the FSS methodology to three dimensional systems
were also reported [24] and thus the precise relationship
between simulation data and theoretical predictions is
arguably not settled fully.
As indicated above, simulation studies of critical wet-
ting have been confined exclusively to Ising models on
account of their computational tractability. However, it
is interesting to ask to what extent realistic fluid mod-
els share the properties of the lattice systems. Although
fluid-magnet universality suggests that the critical scal-
ing properties should be identical, the particle-hole sym-
metry inherent in Ising models is expected to engender
features that do not occur in real fluids. For example
wetting is formally equivalent to drying for SR surface
magnetic fields in the Ising model, but there is no reason
to think that wetting and drying are equivalent for realis-
tic fluid models. Furthermore it is unclear how to trans-
late some of the model parameters commonly employed
in the Ising context, such as enhanced surface layer cou-
plings and surface magnetic fields, to the case of real-
istic fluids in which the substrate-fluid interactions are
fully described by the associated wall potential. What
is clear, however, is that simulations of realistic fluids
can be expected to be considerably more computation-
ally demanding than for Ising models, and accordingly
one should expect that the range of accessible system
sizes is correspondingly smaller.
In common with wetting, relatively little is known
about the fundamental nature of drying transitions in
realistic fluids. Experimental studies are far scarcer than
for wetting owing to the challenges of fabricating sub-
strates for which the contact angle of a liquid drop is
large. For instance, for water on ‘hydrophobic’ surfaces
such as Teflon, wax or self-assembled monolayers, the
contact angle does not generally exceed θ ≈ 130◦. While
this precludes detailed study of the approach to the dry-
ing transition, interesting effects have nevertheless been
reported for strongly hydrophobic substrates, such as a
depletion region of one or two molecular layers adjacent
to the substrate in which the one-body density is consid-
erably reduced compared to its bulk value [27–32]. En-
couragingly, the ability to study the drying transition in
detail is likely to improve in the future with the advent of
novel nano and micro-structured surfaces which exhibit
contact angles approaching 170◦ [33–37]. Such ‘superhy-
drophobic’ surfaces are of widespread interest for their
potential technological applications, including self clean-
ing surfaces and chemical separation processes [35].
On the theoretical side, it is well established that com-
plete drying occurs for any liquid (that exhibits liquid-
vapor coexistence) adsorbed at a planar hard wall, see
e.g. [38, 39]. However, the situation for attractive wf
interactions is less clear. Early work emphasized the cen-
tral role of the range of the potentials [7, 8] and reported
that for a SR lattice-gas system with LR wf interactions,
no drying transition can occur, while any wetting tran-
sition is first order. This important prediction is specific
to the lattice-gas (Ising) model. We reexamine this in
the context of a fluid in contact with a hard wall plus
attractive LR tail.
On the simulation front, a number of studies have been
performed, but no clear consensus regarding the nature of
drying has yet emerged. Monte Carlo simulation studies
of a Lennard-Jones liquid [40–42] utilizing LR wf interac-
tions reported no signs of a drying transition, stating this
was in accord with the theoretical predictions [8]. Molec-
ular Dynamics (MD) studies by two separate groups, of
both truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ) and square-well flu-
ids reported a drying transition at some small but non-
zero strength of SR wf attraction, but disagreed regard-
ing its character, with one group claiming that the tran-
sition is first order [43–46] and the other [47–50] that it
is critical. (Note that DFT calculations came out in fa-
vor of critical drying [44].) More recently Monte Carlo
(MC) studies of the contact angle in a LJ fluid [51] and
SPC/E water [52] at various types of substrate pointed
tentatively to a critical drying transition for the LR wf
case. Hints of differences in the character of the approach
to drying between systems with LR and SR wall-fluid in-
teractions were also noted. Separate MD studies of a
model for water at a weakly attractive substrate found
evidence for enhanced density fluctuations in the surface
region [53–58]. The latter finding was subsequently ratio-
nalized by MC simulations for SPC/E water which pro-
vided firm evidence that the drying transition in water is
critical and that this fact is responsible for the enhanced
fluctuations in the surface region [59].
Despite substantial progress made in understanding
the physics of wetting and drying in realistic fluids, a
number of fundamental and practical questions remain
unanswered. Principal among these are: i) What char-
acteristics of the model system are responsible for deter-
mining the order of wetting and drying transitions? ii)
How can wetting and drying points be located accurately
via computer simulation? iii) If a transition is critical,
what is the nature of the near-critical fluctuations and
the values of the critical exponents and how can these be
measured accurately? iv) What is the role of finite-size
effects in characterizing surface phase transitions?
In the present contribution we address these issues us-
ing a combination of theoretical and computational tech-
niques. For simulational expediency we consider ff in-
teractions that are exclusively SR in nature (a truncated
3LJ potential), but for the wf interactions we consider
both the LR and SR cases. Our focus is mainly on the
drying transition in systems with LR wf interactions be-
cause: (a) drying turns out to be critical for LR wf ; (b)
the drying point occurs at exactly zero attractive wall
strength (ie in the limit of a hard wall) – a feature which
allows us to study the transition free from uncertainty
regarding its location. However, we also report results
for drying in the case when the wf interactions are SR
and for wetting in the case of LR and SR wf interactions.
The latter case of wetting for SR wf is also found to be
critical but the theoretical predictions for the nature of
the criticality are different from those for drying with LR
wf interactions.
The layout of the paper is as follows [60]. Section II
describes our model of a Lennard-Jones fluid confined
between smooth parallel walls. In Section III we set out
some general features of adsorption, surface phase behav-
ior and criticality for a simple fluid. Section. IV provides
details of the theoretical methods we have used to study
the model, namely MF and RG analysis of a binding po-
tential and classical DFT. The grand canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) simulation methods are described in Sec-
tion VI. Our results for the drying and wetting properties
are set out in Sections V and VII, and are discussed in
Section VIII.
II. MODEL FLUIDS
Our grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simula-
tions consider the drying and wetting behaviour of a
Lennard-Jones (LJ) fluid in which particles interact via
the potential,
φatt(r) =
{
4LJ
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σr )6] , r ≤ rc ,
0, r > rc,
(2)
with LJ the well-depth of the potential and σ the LJ
diameter. We choose rc = 2.5σ, for which criticality oc-
curs [61] at kBTc = 1.1876(3)LJ . We work at kBT =
0.91954LJ = 0.775Tc for which coexistence occurs at
βµco = −3.865950(20), with coexistence densities ρlσ3 =
0.704(1) and ρvσ
3 = 0.0286(2); and also at kBT =
1.0LJ = 0.842Tc for which βµco = −3.457131(25),
ρlσ
3 = 0.653(1), ρvσ
3 = 0.0504(3), β = (kBT )
−1. The
choice of cutoff rc is motivated computationally and fol-
lows that of most of the LJ community.
The fluid is confined within a slit pore comprising two
planar walls of area (Lσ)2 separated by a distance Dσ,
so that the volume is
V = (Lσ)2Dσ . (3)
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the direc-
tions parallel to the planar walls. We employ three types
of wall-fluid potential in our GCMC simulations. The SR
potential for a single wall is a square-well given by
WSR(z) =
∞, z ≤ 0−, 0 < z < σ/2 ,0, z > σ/2, (4)
where  is the well-depth.
Two types of LR potential are considered in this work.
The first is given by the well known 9-3 form having a
decaying attractive part at large z and a steep repulsive
part at small z:
WLR(z) =
{∞, z ≤ 0
wLJ
[
2
15
(
σ
z
)9 − (σz )3] , z > 0 , (5)
where w is a dimensionless measure of the strength of the
wall-fluid attraction. At the minimum of (5) the value of
the wall-fluid potential is −1.0541wLJ = −.
The second LR potential, a modification of the first, is
obtained by making the replacement z → z˜ in (5) with
z˜ = z + (2/5)1/6σ. This shifts the minimum of the 9-3
potential to the hard wall at z = 0, leading to an infinitely
steep repulsive part. The motivation for utilizing the
modified form is that when studying a slit geometry (see
below) the wall separation and hence the slit volume is
unambiguously defined for all w. This is not the case
for the standard form (5) in the regime of interest for
drying, namely w ≈ 0. As w → 0 the effective wall
position (given by the value of z for which the repulsive
energy is ∼ kBT ) shifts strongly, leading to artifacts in
measurements of the total number density. The GCMC
results reported in Sec. VII are for the modified potential.
The DFT results in Sec. V are for (5).
III. BACKGROUND TO WETTING, DRYING
AND CONFINEMENT WITH PLANAR WALLS
A. Statistical Mechanics of Adsorption:
Thermodynamics and Correlation Functions
In this subsection we summarize key results in the sta-
tistical mechanics of adsorption pertinent to our GCMC
and DFT investigations. For convenience we consider
the fluid to be adsorbed at a single (planar) wall of (in-
finite) interfacial area A exerting a potential of the type
(4,5). Then the average one-body density ρ(r) = ρ(z) =
0, z < 0. Extension to the fluid confined by two walls is
straightforward. As is appropriate for adsorption stud-
ies, we work grand canonically with a reservoir at fixed
chemical potential µ and temperature T . Thus
ρ(r) = 〈ρˆ(r)〉 ≡ 〈
N∑
i=1
δ(r− ri)〉 (6)
where the brackets 〈〉 denote a GC average and we intro-
duced the usual particle density operator for N particles
4with coordinates ri. Two-body correlations are described
by the density-density correlation function:
G(r1, r2) ≡ 〈(ρˆ(r1)− 〈ρˆ(r1)〉)(ρˆ(r2)− 〈ρˆ(r2)〉)〉
= G(z1, z2;R) (7)
where R =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 is the transverse
separation between particles (atoms). Connection with
surface thermodynamics is made via the Gibbs adsorp-
tion equation
Γ ≡
∫ ∞
0
dz(ρ(z)− ρb) = − 1
A
(
∂Ωex
∂µ
)
T
(8)
i.e. Γ, the excess number of particles per unit area, is the
minus of the derivative of the excess grand potential Ωex
w.r.t. µ. ρb ≡ ρb(µ, T ) is the density of the bulk fluid
far from the wall and the excess quantity is defined by
Ωex ≡ Ω + pV where Ω is the total grand potential, V is
the accessible volume and p ≡ p(µ, T ) is the pressure of
the bulk fluid.
The second derivative of Ωex w.r.t. µ yields the sur-
face excess compressibility, and this can be written as a
fluctuation formula [62, 63]
χex ≡
(
∂Γ
∂µ
)
T
=
β
A
[(〈N2〉−〈N〉2)−(〈N2b 〉−〈Nb〉2)] (9)
where it is implied that the surface area A → ∞. The
first term in (9) is the mean-square fluctuation in the
total number of particles, which must be positive to en-
sure stability. The second is the corresponding quantity
for the bulk fluid at the same (µ, T ). The difference can
be negative [62]. Bratko et al [64, 65] measured the first
term of (9) and, more recently, Kumar and Errington [66]
measured χex in GCMC simulations of SPC/E water at
hydrophobic substrates. Whilst χex provides a measure
of the overall compressibility of the adsorbed fluid and
the strength of fluctuations in the total number of par-
ticles, this quantity does not provide information about
the spatial location of the important density fluctuations,
i.e. at which distances z from the wall these are most pro-
nounced. Below we define the local compressibility χ(z)
which does provide the appropriate measure.
First we introduce a further sum rule relating a
thermodynamic quantity to an (integrated) microscopic
quantity. Following [19, 67] we suppose that W (z) is
such that ∂W (z)/∂ ≡ W(z)/ is independent of the
well-depth . (The wall-fluid potentials we consider here
meet this requirement.) The parameter  acts as a ther-
modynamic field with a conjugate density Θ. Surface
thermodynamics follows from
1
A
d(Ωex) = −sdT − Γdµ− Ξd , (10)
where s is the surface excess entropy per unit area and
the conjugate density is [19]
Θ = − 1
A
(
∂Ωex
∂
)
µ,T
= −
∫ ∞
0
dzρ(z)
W(z)

(11)
Using the Maxwell relation resulting from (10) we ob-
tain the sum rule:
Γ1 ≡
(
∂Γ
∂
)
T
=
(
∂Θ
∂µ
)
T
≡ χ1 (12)
Eqs. (8,12) are satisfied identically within the DFT ap-
proximations that we employ. We determine Γ and Θ in
our GCMC simulations and shall use (12) to explore the
statistical accuracy of these. Note that the equivalent of
(12) is well-known in surface (Ising) magnetism where Γ
is equivalent to the excess magnetization ms,  plays the
role of the locally applied surface magnetic field and µ
plays the role of the bulk magnetic field h. For the case
of a surface field h1 acting in only the first (surface) layer
of spins one has the standard result:
(
∂ms
∂h1
)
T
=
(
∂m1
∂h
)
T
(13)
where m1 is the magnetization in the surface layer.
Clearly this particular magnetic case corresponds to a
model fluid in which W)/ ∼ δ(z) so that Θ reduces to
m1. In the magnetism literature the quantity (∂m1/∂h)T
is usually termed χ1, the surface layer susceptibility.
For fluids it is appropriate to define a local compress-
ibility:
χ(z) ≡
(
∂ρ(z)
∂µ
)
T
(14)
This quantity was introduced in early studies of wet-
ting transitions e.g. [18, 68] and shown recently [59, 63,
69] to provide a valuable measure of the degree of solvo-
phobicity or hydrophobicity of a substrate, i.e. as the
well-depth  decreases and the macroscopic contact an-
gle increases, there is an accompanying increase in the
maximum of χ(z) located at distances z within 1-3 di-
ameters of the substrate. The connection between χ(z)
and density correlations at the substrate is best made by
introducing the local, or transverse, structure factor:
S(z1; q) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dz2
∫
dReiq·RG(z1, z2;R) (15)
where q is the transverse wave number. S(z; q) provides
a measure of the strength and range of transverse cor-
relations at distance z from the substrate and plays an
important role in the theory of wetting [18, 68] and in
characterizing the structure of the liquid-vapor interface
[70]. It is straightforward to show that χ(z) is propor-
tional to the q = 0 limit of (15):
5χ(z1) = βS(z1; 0) = β
∫ ∞
−∞
dz2
∫
dRG(z1, z2;R) (16)
i.e. the local compressibility χ(z1) is the integral of the
density-density correlation function over the transverse
coordinate R and over one normal coordinate, z2. Gen-
erally, χ(r) can be expressed as a fluctuation formula that
follows by differentiating the grand partition function
w.r.t. an external potential, to obtain the average one-
body density, and then differentiating w.r.t. the chemical
potential. One finds [59]:
χ(r) = β−1〈Nρˆ(r)− 〈N〉〈ρˆ(r)〉〉 (17)
Clearly χ(r) is the correlator of the local number density
at r and the total number N of particles.
Finally if we integrate (16) over z1 we obtain the sur-
face compressibility sum rule,e.g. [19, 71], relating the
surface excess compressibility in (9) to an integral of the
surface structure factor, at q = 0:
χex =
∫ ∞
0
dz[χ(z)− χb] =
∫ ∞
0
dz[βS(z; 0)− χb] (18)
where the bulk contribution χb = ρ
2
bκT ; κT is the
usual isothermal compressibility, proportional to the bulk
structure factor at zero wave number.
B. Phenomenology of Wetting, Drying and Surface
Criticality
Here we remind readers of some of the phenomenology
of wetting and drying transitions and describe the critical
exponents that characterize such transitions. Wetting
and drying are phase transitions that occur strictly in
the limit of infinite wall area, A → ∞, and for a single
wall, i.e infinite wall separation, D → ∞. Using the
adsorption language of the previous subsection, a wetting
transition occurs at fixed T when the excess adsorption Γ
changes from a finite value to an infinite value as the wall-
fluid attraction w is increased to the transition value
ww; the bulk fluid is a vapor, at fixed chemical potential
µ = µ−co(T ). For w < ww the (planar) surface tensions
satisfy γwv < γwl+γlv, where w refers to wall, l to liquid
and v to vapor. From Young’s equation (1) it then follows
that cos(θ) < 1 and the situation corresponds to partial
wetting in Fig. 1.
For w > ww,Γ =∞, γwv = γwl + γlv and cos(θ) = 1,
consistent with the wall-vapor interface being wet by a
macroscopically thick layer of liquid. If Γ jumps abruptly
at the transition value the transition is first order. If
Γ diverges continuously at ww the transition is termed
continuous or critical. As mentioned in the Introduction,
drying is the counterpart of wetting when the bulk fluid
is a liquid at µ = µ+co(T ). For small wall-fluid attraction
the local density near the wall can be depleted so that
the adsorption, Γ, as defined by (8), is negative but finite
and one finds γwl < γwv + γlv. This corresponds to the
partial drying situation in Fig. 1, where cos(θ) > −1. On
reducing w further, to a value wd, a drying transition
can occur whereby for  ≤ wd,Γ = −∞, and γwl =
γwv + γlv , i.e. cos(θ) = −1, consistent with the wall-
liquid interface being wet by a macroscopically thick layer
of vapor.
We focus on drying and suppose there is a critical dry-
ing transition. The divergence of the adsorption is de-
scribed by
|Γ| ∼ (δw)−βs , δw → 0 (19)
with δw ≡ w − wd, which is accompanied by a diver-
gence of the parallel (transverse) correlation length ξ‖:
ξ‖ ∼ (δw)−ν‖ , δw → 0 (20)
i.e. density fluctuations parallel to the wall become long-
ranged on approaching the transition. This is most eas-
ily understood in terms of the surface structure factor
introduced in (15). One expects Ornstein-Zernike be-
haviour: S(z; q) = S(z; 0)/(1 + ξ2‖q
2), for small wave
numbers q, when z is located close to l, the thickness of
the vapor film. The latter is given by l = −Γ/(ρl − ρg).
Moreover, considerations of capillary wave fluctuations in
the emerging liquid-vapor interface lead to the prediction
[19]:
χ(z) = βS(z; 0) ∼ ρ′(z)ξ2‖ , z ≈ l (21)
Note that ρ′(l) is the gradient of the density profile of the
emerging gas-liquid interface, as l →∞. Capillary wave
arguments then predict ρ′(l) ∼ ξ−1⊥ as δw → 0 where
ξ⊥ is the width of the depinning gas-liquid interface, i.e.
the interfacial roughness. In spatial dimension d = 3
one has ξ2⊥ ∼ (2piβγlv)−1 ln(ξ‖/ξb), where ξb is the bulk
correlation length of the phase that wets; in the present
case the vapor. Using the relation (18), i.e. integrating
directly (21), we expect the surface excess compressibility
to diverge as
χex ∼ ξ2‖ ∼ (δw)−2ν‖ . (22)
It is also important to consider the quantity χ1 ≡
(∂Θ/∂µ)T introduced in (12). Clearly this corresponds
to an integral of χ(z) weighted with the wall-fluid po-
tential; see (11). The Maxwell relation (12) with (19)
dictates that
χ1 ∼ (δw)−βs−1, δw → 0 (23)
The other key exponent, αs, is associated with the sin-
gular part of the surface tension γ = Ωex/A. For drying
one has γwl ≡ γwv + γlv + γsing with
6|γsing| ∼ (δw)2−αs (24)
Note that from Young’s equation (1) it follows that
γsing = −γlv(1 + cos(θ); this quantity is negative in the
partial drying regime. The three critical exponents are
not independent. A scaling hypothesis for Ωex and a
thermodynamic argument employing (10) [19] both yield
the analogue of the well-known Rushbrooke exponent
(in)equality for the corresponding bulk exponents, i.e.
2− αs = 2(ν‖ − βs) . (25)
The critical exponents depend on the dimensionality d
and on the ranges of the fluid-fluid (ff) and wall-fluid
(wf) potential, e.g [72]. We assume that the hyperscaling
relation 2 − αs = (d − 1)ν‖ is valid for the d − 1 dimen-
sional interface of the d dimensional fluid for d ≤ dc,
the upper critical dimension. If ff and wf potentials
are both of finite range, as in the case of a truncated
LJ fluid (2) near a square-well wall (4), mean-field (MF)
analysis, e.g. [72] yields αs = 0, βs = 0 (logarithmic di-
vergence) and ν‖ = 1. These MF results for SR poten-
tials are consistent with (25) and when inserted into the
hyperscaling relation yield dc = 3. As outlined in the In-
troduction, RG calculations, Ising model simulations and
concerted theoretical effort to incorporate relevant fluc-
tuation effects conclude that the critical exponents ν‖
and αs should depend on the dimensionless parameter
ω = (4piβγlvξ
2
b )
−1 that measures the strength of interfa-
cial fluctuations. Mean field corresponds to an infinitely
stiff interface: ω = 0.
By contrast, when both ff and wf potentials exhibit
appropriate algebraic (power-law) decay critical drying
can occur and one finds, using hyperscaling, that the up-
per critical dimension dc < 3. Thus MF results for crit-
ical exponents should remain valid in d = 3 when both
potentials are LR. An explicit DFT calculation for such a
situation is described in [73]. In the present paper we fo-
cus primarily on the case of a truncated ff potential and
a wf potential with attraction that decays algebraically,
as ∼ z−3, see (5). For this special case, a MF binding po-
tential analysis (see Sec.IV A) yields MF exponents which
i) are different from those pertinent to SR potentials de-
scribed above, ii) satisfy (25) and iii) when inserted into
the hyperscaling relation, imply dc = 3. The same cal-
culation finds that (critical) drying occurs in the limit
w → 0, i.e. where the wf attraction is vanishing and
the (microscopic) DFT calculations presented in Sec. V
confirm this result. A simple RG treatment of fluctua-
tion effects, Sec. IV B, finds that the critical exponents
are unchanged from their MF values.
C. Phase diagram of a fluid in a slit pore with
identical walls
In order to set the scene and assist the reader, we out-
line here general features of the surface phase behaviour
of a simple fluid in a slit pore having wall separation D,
which is the system that we consider in the present sim-
ulations. The natural choice of variables for representing
the phase behaviour is the pair of fields: δµ ≡ µ − µco,
which measures the deviation of the chemical potential
from its bulk coexistence value; and w, which measures
the strength of the wall-fluid attraction. Fig. 2 shows a
schematic sketch of one possible phase diagram for such
a system at some temperature T < Tc, with Tc the bulk
critical temperature.
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FIG. 2. Schematic surface phase diagram for a fluid in a slit
pore at some T < Tc, showing a first order wetting transi-
tion at ww and a continuous drying transition at wd. The
situation depicted here is for wall separation D where capil-
lary condensation occurs for δµcc  δµpw. Prewetting (pw)
is then metastable. The cc line can, for suitable D, cross the
prewetting line giving a prewetting triple point [74]. For a
critical drying transition the ce line enters almost vertically
into wd, but not precisely vertical because of H.O. correc-
tions to (26). (The corrections involve powers of l/D in the
wetting and drying regimes; l is the film thickness.)
The system exhibits two lines of phase coexistence: the
capillary line and the prewetting line. The capillary line
is the locus of state points for which gas-liquid coexis-
tence occurs in the slit pore. It is given approximately
by the Kelvin equation
δµce ≈ −2γlv cos(θ)
D(ρl − ρv) (26)
where ρl and ρv are the coexisting liquid and vapor den-
sities, respectively. Small values of w favor the capillary
gas phase while large values favor the capillary liquid. If
the transition occurs for δµ < 0 it is referred to as capil-
lary condensation (cc); if the transition occurs for δµ > 0
it referred to as capillary evaporation (ce). The capillary
condensation/evaporation line is sketched within a range
of w between the drying wall strength wd at the lower
end and the wetting wall strength ww at the upper end.
The line in Fig. 2 extends smoothly to w < wd and to
w > ww, as shown. The detailed behaviour depends
7on higher order contributions in (26). At w ≥ ww the
contact angle is zero, i.e. cos(θ) = 1, while at  ≤ wd
it is 180◦ i.e. cos(θ) = −1. The neutral wall, at which
cos(θ) = 0, corresponds to the value of w at which the
capillary line crosses the δµ = 0 axis. In the sketch in
Fig 2 we have drawn the situation that occurs for crit-
ical drying and first order wetting, see Sec IV A. This
scenario pertains to the LR wall-fluid potential that we
investigate here, though for the particular model that we
consider wd = 0. Note however, that other scenarios are
possible. Specifically, and as we show below, wetting can
also be continuous (critical). The prewetting (pw) line
shown occurs only for first order wetting. It emerges tan-
gentially from the wetting point δµ = 0−, w = ww and
extends some distance to δµ < 0 before terminating at a
prewetting critical point whose critical properties corre-
spond to the universality class of the 2d Ising model [75].
Along the prewetting line a thin layer of liquid on each
wall coexists with a thick but finite liquid layer [72, 76].
However we will not consider prewetting in the present
work.
Eq. (26) proves a useful estimate of the range of βδµ
for which capillary condensation and evaporation can be
found in our system. At drying or wetting (26) yields
−δµwcc = δµdce = 2γlv/D(ρl− ρv) and the horizontal scale
in Fig 2 is determined by βµdce ≈ 2βγlvσ2/[Dσ−1(ρlσ3 −
ρvσ
3)]. For our simulated LJ fluid at T/Tc = 0.775 the
liquid-vapor surface tension is given by βγlvσ
2 = 0.404
and βµdce = 1.295/Dσ
−1. Thus for D = 30σ, the wall
separation in most of the simulations, we find βµdce ≈
0.04. The physics we describe is occurring at small under
or over saturations. But these values of βδµ are certainly
pertinent to experiment.
IV. THEORY FOR A MODEL FLUID WITH SR
FLUID-FLUID AND LR WALL-FLUID
POTENTIALS
A. Binding potential analysis
We follow the standard treatment, e.g. [72], of wet-
ting/drying transitions and consider ωex(l), the excess
grand potential per unit surface area, as a function of
the thickness l of the wetting/drying layer. For a trun-
cated LJ model adsorbed at a single wall exerting the
potential (5) or the modified version, we expect
ωex(l) = γwv + γlv + ωB(l) + δµ(ρl − ρv)l (27)
with the binding potential
ωB(l) = a exp (−l/ξb) + bl−2 + H.O.T. (28)
As previously, ρl and ρv are the liquid and vapor densi-
ties at coexistence, δµ = µ − µco ≥ 0 is the deviation of
the chemical potential from its value at coexistence and
we have specialized now to the case of drying, i.e. l is the
thickness of a layer of vapor that can intrude between the
weakly attractive wall and the bulk liquid at z = ∞. In
the limit of complete drying, at δµ = 0+, l diverges and
the wl interface is a composite of the wv and lv inter-
faces. In this limit γwl = γwv + γlv, i.e. cos(θ) = −1, as
mentioned previously in Sec. III B. The binding potential
in (28) has two leading contributions. The exponential
term accounts for SR fluid-fluid interactions; ξb is the
true correlation length of the bulk phase that wets, in
our case the vapor, and a is a positive coefficient. The
term bl−2 is associated with the z−3 decay of WLR(z) in
(5); it arises from dispersion (van der Waals) forces be-
tween the substrate and the fluid. The higher order terms
in (28) include higher inverse powers such as cl−3 as well
as more rapidly decaying exponentials. We ignore these
in the subsequent analysis. Making a straightforward
sharp-kink approximation, or Hamaker type calculation,
e.g. [72], yields
b = −(ρl − ρv)wLJσ3/2 (29)
Since b < 0 for all T < Tc, minimizing (27) w.r.t. l
at δµ = 0+, leads to a finite value for the equilibrium
thickness:
−leq
ξb
= ln w − 3 ln
(
leq
ξb
)
+ constants; δµ = 0+ (30)
A formula equivalent to (30) was derived by Nightin-
gale et al. (see Eq. 6 of [3]) in a study of critical wetting
in systems with LR forces. Those authors considered only
the case where w > 0 and concluded there was no wet-
ting, critical or first order. Here we focus on the situation
where w → 0+, b → 0− and leq diverges continuously.
Note that for w = 0, WLR(z) in (5) reduces to the planar
hard-wall potential and minimization of (27) then yields
−leq/ξb = ln(δµ) + const, the mean-field (MF) result ap-
propriate for complete drying from off-coexistence, for all
T < Tc, e.g. [18, 72, 77].
Using (27,28) we can calculate several properties and
examine these, within MF, in the approach to critical
drying w → 0+. The local compressibility, evaluated for
z ≈ leq, is given by [18, 63]
χ(leq) =
(
∂ρ(z)
∂µ
)
z=leq
∼ −ρ′(leq)
(
∂leq
∂µ
)
(31)
where the prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. z. From
(27) it follows that, at leading order,
(
∂leq
∂µ
)
= −ξ
2
b
a
(ρl − ρv) exp(leq/ξb); δµ = 0+ (32)
Capillary wave arguments predict that in the limit of
critical drying ρ′(leq) ∼ ξ−1⊥ , where ξ⊥ is the interfacial
8roughness introduced above. Within MF, ξ−1⊥ is non-
zero, and using (30) we deduce
lnχ(leq) ∼ leq
ξb
+ const.; δµ = 0+ (33)
The predictions (30) and (33) were tested carefully using
the microscopic DFT, as described below. The quantity
Γ1 defined in (12), is proportional to −∂leq/∂w. It fol-
lows that as w → 0+,
χ1 = Γ1 ∼ −1w (1− 3(ln w)−1); δµ = 0+ (34)
We can also extract the correlation length ξ‖ that de-
scribes density-density correlations parallel to the wall.
General arguments predict that ξ2‖ diverges in the same
way as the surface excess compressibility, see (22).
Since χex is proportional to −∂leq/∂µ it follows from
(32,30) that ξ‖ diverges as
ξ‖ ∼ −1/2w (− ln w)3/2; δµ = 0+ (35)
in the limit w → 0+. The same result is obtained from
standard binding potential considerations [72] where one
has ξ−2‖ ∝ ∂2ωB(l)/∂l2 at l = leq.
The variation of cos(θ) close to critical drying is de-
termined by ωB(leq) at δµ = 0
+, i.e. the singular part
of the surface excess free energy γsing. Using Young’s
equation (1) one finds 1 + cos(θ) = −ωB(leq)/γlv and for
the present binding potential (28) we obtain
1 + cos(θ) ∼ w(− ln w)−2 (36)
in the limit w → 0+. This result is striking. Were
the logarithm not present in (36) the theory would pre-
dict 1 + cos(θ) vanishing linearly with w, a signature
of a 1st order drying transition. It is only the pres-
ence of the logarithm that ensures a continuous (crit-
ical) transition. The critical exponent αs, defined by
the vanishing of the singular part of the surface excess
free energy |γsing| ∼ 2−αsw , see (24), clearly takes the
value αs = 1, with log corrections, in this particular
case. The situation is similar to that for complete drying
from off-coexistence where for a planar hard-wall, say,
γsing ∼ δµ ln δµ, δµ→ 0+.
It is important to distinguish the MF scenario pre-
sented above from that corresponding to a SR wall-
fluid potential such as (4). In the SR case it is well-
known, e.g. [16, 72], that the second inverse power-law
term in (28) must be replaced by a H.O. term propor-
tional to exp(−2l/ξb) while the coefficient of the leading
exp (−l/ξb) term now depends on w: a(w) ∼ (w−MFwc )
where MFwc > 0 is the strength of the wall-fluid at-
traction at which critical drying occurs in MF. Defining
δw = w − MFwc , MF analysis for the SR case yields, for
δµ = 0+,
−leq
ξb
∼ ln(δw), (37)
χ(leq) ∼ (δw)−2, (38)
ξ‖ ∼ (δw)−1, (39)
χ1 ∼ (δw)−1, (40)
and
1 + cos(θ) ∼ (δw)2 or αs = 0; (41)
The critical exponents βs, ν‖ and αs take the values men-
tioned in Sec. III B. These results are clearly very differ-
ent from those we obtained above for the LR case.
It is also important to consider the implications of a
binding potential of the form (28) for wetting. In this
context we recall an argument of Ebner and Saam (ES)
[8] who considered a lattice gas (Ising) model for which
the substrate-fluid potential is Wn = −RJn−p, p ≥ 3,
where n labels the nth layer from the substrate and RJ >
0 is a constant. For the case of a SR ff potential the most
slowly decaying term in the ES grand potential, i.e. the
binding potential, has the form (ρα − ρβ)RJ/(ρ− 1)lp−1
where ρα is the density and l is the thickness of the phase
α that wets the substrate. In the case of wetting by
the denser ‘liquid’ ρα > ρβ , the density of the ‘vapor’,
and this term > 0, implying the binding potential can
have a relative minimum at l = ∞. Suppose that there
is incomplete wetting, for some value of RJ . Then ES
argue the binding potential must have a minimum, lower
than at l = ∞, for a ‘liquid’ film of finite thickness. On
increasing RJ , equivalent to increasing w in our system,
a wetting transition can occur but this can only be first
order: there cannot be a continuous evolution from finite
l to infinite l. Thus if a wetting transition occurs this
cannot be critical. For sufficiently large RJ , or w, one
expect on physical grounds that wetting should occur. It
follows this must be first order.
ES also consider drying where α now corresponds to
‘vapor’ and β to ‘liquid’. Now the relevant term in the
binding potential is negative, as given by (29), and there
is a relative maximum at l =∞. ES then argue that dry-
ing cannot occur for any T < Tc. They do not consider
the limit RJ → 0, corresponding to our present limit
w → 0+.
The numerical work of ES for the lattice gas model
confirms that wetting is always first order and ES find no
critical or first order drying transitions. In our present
DFT and simulation studies we find that for WLR(z) in
(5) the wetting transition is first order. In contrast to
ES, we do find a critical drying transition. This occurs
as the attractive strength w → 0+. In this limit our wall-
fluid potential reduces to that of a hard-wall, for which
drying occurs for all T < Tc. This hard-wall boundary
condition, particular to fluids, drives the drying transi-
tion. Both DFT and simulation find critical drying as
w → 0+.
9B. Renormalization Group (RG) treatment of
fluctuations
The analysis described in Sec. IV A was strictly MF;
this omits some of the effects of capillary wave (CW)
fluctuations. For example, for infinite surface area, MF
predicts a sharp interface with ξ⊥ finite in all dimensions
d whereas, in reality, we expect ξ⊥ to diverge for d ≤ 3.
An important early attempt to incorporate CW fluctu-
ations was that of Brezin et al. [16] who introduced a
RG treatment for the case of SR forces where the upper
critical dimension dc = 3 for both critical wetting and
complete wetting from off-coexistence. We follow their
methodology for our binding potential (28).
First we invoke the hyperscaling relation (2 − αs) =
(d− 1)ν‖, where ν‖ is the critical exponent for ξ‖, insert
the MF exponents given in Sec. IV A, and deduce that
the upper critical dimension is dc = 3 for the present
system. Introducing again the standard, dimensionless
parameter ω, that measures the strength of CW fluctua-
tions, the RG treatment then implies we should consider
an effective binding potential (renormalized) at the scale
ξ‖:
ωξ‖(l) = aξ
ω
‖ exp (−l/ξb) + bl−2 + δµ(ρl − ρv)l (42)
The exponential term is renormalized but the remaining
power-law terms are not; in particular the coefficient b is
assumed to be unchanged. Minimization of (42) yields
− leq
ξb
= (1 +
ω
2
)(ln w − 3 ln(leq/ξb)); δµ = 0+ (43)
as w → 0+. The equilibrium thickness still diverges
with the MF form (30) but the amplitude is increased by
a factor (1 + ω/2). MF is recovered when the interface
becomes very stiff so that ω → 0. The parallel correlation
length can be obtained from either ξ−2‖ ∝
(
∂2ωB(l)
∂l2
)
at
l = leq or from ξ
2
‖ ∝
(
∂leq
∂µ
)
, see (22). In both cases we
find as w → 0+
ξ‖ ∼ −1/2w [(1 +
w
2
)(− ln w)]3/2; δµ = 0+ (44)
The singular part of the surface excess free energy can
be calculated from (42) and we obtain
1 + cos(θ) ∼ w(−(1 + ω
2
) ln w)
−2; δµ = 0+ (45)
Once again only the amplitudes are changed from the
MF results (35) and (36). Note that (43) is reminiscent
of the result for complete drying from off-coexistence for
SR forces, e.g. at a planar hard-wall. There the second
term in the r.h.s. of (42) is absent but the third remains
leading to
− leq
ξb
= (1 +
ω
2
) ln δµ, as δµ→ 0+ (46)
Unlike the case of SR forces considered by Brezin et
al. [16] and in many subsequent studies, e.g. [17, 21–
23, 25, 26] where several of the critical exponents for
critical wetting are predicted to depend explicitly on the
parameter ω, for the binding potential (28) our RG anal-
ysis predicts the critical exponents to be unchanged from
their MF values and therefore independent of ω even
though the upper critical dimension is also dc = 3. We
note that the conclusions of the MF and RG analyzes
are changed little if we consider LR wall-fluid potentials
other than the standard 9-3 case (5). Suppose the leading
wall-fluid power-law decay is proportional to −(σ/z)p,
with p > 2. Then the coefficient of the second term in
(30) is replaced by p, (33) is unchanged, and the power
of the logarithm in (35) and (36) is replaced by p/2 and
−(p − 1), respectively. The RG results are changed ac-
cordingly.
C. DFT Treatment
The classical DFT that we employ is that used in a pre-
vious study of solvophobic substrates but one that did
not address critical drying [63]. The excess Helmholtz
free energy functional is approximated by the sum of a
hard-sphere functional, treated by means of Rosenfeld’s
fundamental measure theory, and a standard MF treat-
ment of attractive fluid-fluid interactions. Eq. (14) of
Ref. [63] displays the grand potential functional. This
form of the functional has been used in many studies of
fluid interfacial phenomena, including wetting and capil-
lary confinement; Ref [63] provides pertinent references.
In the present study the attractive part of the truncated
LJ potential is given by
φatt(r) =

−LJ , r < rmin
4LJ
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σr )6] , rmin < r < rc ,
0, r > rc,
(47)
where rmin = 2
1/6σ. The potential is truncated at rc =
2.5σ, as in simulation. The critical temperature is given
by kBTc = 1.3194LJ and calculations are performed at
T = 0.775Tc. The LR wall-fluid potential is the standard
9-3 model given by WLR(z) in (5). We also investigate
the SR case (4). The hard-sphere diameter, entering the
hard sphere functional, is d = σ.
In the DFT calculations we determine equilibrium den-
sity profiles ρ(z) and the surface tensions γlv, γwl, γwv,
by minimizing the grand potential functional [63]. The
local compressibility χ(z) defined in (14) is determined
numerically as described in Ref. [63]. We have performed
calculations for a single wall and for a pair of confining
walls, equivalent to the GCMC simulations. In Sec. V A
we show results for the single wall and in Sec. V B for
two walls.
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V. RESULTS FROM DFT
A. Fluid adsorbed at a single planar wall
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FIG. 6. DFT results for the normalised density profiles ρ(z)/ρbulk (top panel) and the local
compressibilities χ(z)/χbulk (linear scale - middle panel; log-scale - bottom panel) for the fluid
at single walls. The strength of the wall-fluid interaction potentials are given in the caption. The
temperature is T = 0.775TC and the reservoir is at bulk liquid-gas coexistence, on the liquid side
δµ = 0+.
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FIG. 3. DFT results for the normalised density profiles
ρ(z)/ρb (top panel) and the local compressibilities χ(z)/χb
(linear scale - middle panel; log-scale - bottom panel) for the
fluid a a ingle LR wall. The strength of the wall-fluid in-
teraction potential w is given in the key. The temperature
is T = 0.775Tc and the reservoir is at bulk liquid-gas coexis-
tence, on the liquid side, δµ = 0+.
Our key results are shown in Fig. 3. Here we plot ρ(z)
and χ(z) for very small values of w at the LR wall (5).
As w is reduced towards zero the thickness of the dry-
ing film leq increases (top). We have confirmed in detail,
within DFT, that the Gibbs adsorption Γ or leq grows
according to (30). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where we
plot leq vs ln w − 3 ln(leq). The slope yields ξb = 0.51σ
for the correlation length of the bulk (vapor) phase that
wets. This estimate is close to that from a separate DFT
calculation of the binding potential. The position of the
peak in χ(z) shifts with the position of the gas-liquid in-
terface and its height increases very rapidly as w → 0+
(middle). The bottom panel shows clearly that lnχ(leq)
increases linearly with leq. The prediction (33), including
the correct prefactor, the inverse bulk correlation length,
is confirmed by our DFT calculations. We determine the
contact angle via Young’s equation and DFT results for
cos(θ) are shown in Fig. 5. Note that in order to facilitate
comparison with subsequent plots of simulation results,
the quantity plotted on the abscissa of Fig. 5 is the wall-
fluid potential strength in units of kBT , i.e. for the LR
case (5) this denotes wLJ/kBT = 0.9779w and for the
square well (4) denotes the well-depth in units of kBT .
For the LR case (5) we find critical drying at w = 0 and
1st order wetting at a value of w that is smaller than
in simulation, see later. For the SR case (square-well),
both drying and wetting are critical transitions, as found
in simulation. However, as we shall see, the separation in
w between wetting and drying in DFT is smaller than
in simulation. The microscopic DFT results for a sin-
gle LR wall yield the same behavior as those from the
simple binding potential treatment, based on (28), i.e.,
for the LR case, the DFT yields the same MF critical
exponents, including any logarithmic (ln w) corrections,
as those predicted in Sec. IV A. This is not unexpected:
DFT is a MF treatment of fluid interfaces and we ex-
pect it to capture the same asymptotic, |Γ| or leq → ∞,
behaviour as the binding potential analysis. The key
difference between the two approaches lies in the fact
that DFT incorporates accurately the short distance be-
haviour of the density profile. In particular our DFT sat-
isfies exactly the hard-wall sum rule: kBTρ(0
+) = p(µ),
where p is the pressure of the bulk fluid, that is impor-
tant in ensuring that complete drying occurs in the limit
w → 0+. This is mimicked in the binding potential by
the first, repulsive, term in (28).
In our DFT calculations we can compute accurately
the excess grand potential ωex(Γ), for non-equilibrium
values of the adsorption Γ, during the minimization of
the functional. This is equivalent to determining numer-
ically the binding potential entering (27). For the LR
case ωex(Γ) exhibits two minima, corresponding to a mi-
croscopic liquid film and an infinitely thick liquid film,
on approaching the wetting transition. At the transition
the two minima are equal but there remains a maximum
between these – a clear signature that the transition is
first order and in keeping with the lattice gas results of
ES [8]. On the other hand, on approaching the drying
transition ωex(Γ) exhibits a single minimum at |Γ| cor-
responding to a thick drying film. The minimum erodes
continuously and shifts to larger |Γ| as w is reduced. In
the limit w → 0+ the minimum is at |Γ| = ∞ , i.e. the
transition is critical as predicted by the binding poten-
tial treatment. For the SR case ωex(Γ) exhibits a single
minimum in the approach to both wetting and drying
showing that both are critical transitions. We have not
attempted to determine critical exponents numerically
for the SR case because of the difficulty of locating ac-
curately the drying and wetting points. However, there
is no reason to expect the exponents from DFT to dif-
fer from those given by the MF analysis of the binding
potential, i.e. (37)-(41).
B. Fluid adsorbed between two planar walls
Since the GCMC simulations, to be described in
Secs. VI and VII, investigate fluids confined between two
planar walls, we also performed some DFT calculations
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0+ and the temperature is T = 0.775Tc. The straight line fit
confirms the prediction (30) from the binding potential.
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for the confined system. We focused on the LR case,
with each wall described by the potential (5). The wall-
separation was chosen to be D = 30σ and the temper-
ature was T = 0.775Tc which correspond to the system
studied in most detail in the simulations. Results for the
density profiles and the local compressibility are shown in
Fig. 6 for a range of values of w. Note that the smallest
value is well-removed from the drying point w = 0
+; for
w = 0.3 we find the contact angle θ ≈ 157◦; see Fig. 5.
We observe the erosion of oscillations in the density pro-
file and the growth of a depleted region of density at each
wall as w is reduced in this range. This is accompanied
by the smoothing of oscillations in the local compress-
ibility. As w is reduced, the height of the maximum in
the local compressibility increases strongly and its loca-
tion shifts to larger distances from the wall, following the
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position of the maximum gradient of the density profile.
These trends are consistent with DFT results in Ref. [63]
for a different (SR) wall-fluid potential but pertaining to
a similar range of contact angles. It is important to note
that the results in Fig. 3 for a single LR wall correspond
to tiny values of the wall-fluid attraction where the drying
film is very thick; there we test the detailed p edictions
of the binding potential description in the limit of dry-
ing. In Fig. 6 we are examining the overall changes of the
density profiles and local compressibility as the substrate
becomes more solvophobic and the contact angle becomes
very large. We should also note that the results in Fig. 6
are for the liquid at bulk coexistence, i.e. δµ = 0+. For
the confined fluid this state is metastable w.r.t. capil-
lary evaporation. The latter would occur at values of
βδµ that are typically about 0.04 –see Sec. III C. Within
DFT there is no difficulty in probing these metastable
‘liquid’ states which correspond to local minima of the
excess grand potential. This is illustrated, for smaller
wall separations, in Fig. 8 of Ref. [63].
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VI. SIMULATION METHODS
We employ GCMC simulation, which is well suited to
studying fluids at vapor-liquid coexistence both in the
bulk [61] and in confinement [51, 78–80]. Within this
framework one prescribes the temperature T and chem-
ical potential µ, while the particle number N fluctu-
ates. The relevant observables are the probability func-
tion P (ρ) of the total density ρ = N/V and, for a confined
system, the density profile ρ(z).
Although ρ fluctuates in our simulations, close to co-
existence state points sampling problems can arise due to
the free energy cost of traversing the mixed phase (inter-
facial) states that separate pure vapor from pure liquid.
This cost is manifest as a deep valley of low probability in
P (ρ) which, on simulation timescales, traps the sampling
in one phase. To overcome this problem we have imple-
mented biasing techniques [81], utilizing a weight func-
tion that is calculated from the transition matrix [82].
The role of the weight function is to enhance the sam-
pling of mixed states, ie. to remove the sampling barrier.
The effects of the biasing can subsequently be unfolded
exactly from distributions of observables.
Sufficiently close to the bulk vapor-liquid critical point,
the requisite weights can be taken to be a function of the
total density ρ. However, at low temperature coexistence
points (such as used in the present work) this approach
breaks down due to the appearance of finite-size induced
first order phase transitions known as droplet transitions
[83]. For the purpose of biasing through these transi-
tions, ρ is not a good order parameter and more effective
alternatives must be sought. Suitable substitutes have
recently been proposed by one of us [84], and these were
adopted in the present work.
GCMC is most efficient when deployed in conjunction
with histogram extrapolation [85]. This permits the re-
sults from a simulation performed at one set of model pa-
rameters, e.g. T, µ and wall strength w, to be reweighted
to provide estimates of observables at nearby parameters,
without recourse to further simulation. In the present
work we have used histogram extrapolation to measure
the local compressibility χ(z) from the µ dependence of
the density profile ρ(z). We have also used it in conjunc-
tion with results for P (ρ) for a fully periodic system to
obtain accurate estimates of the coexistence chemical po-
tential at a given temperature: tuning µ until the equal
peak weight criterion is satisfied [61].
VII. RESULTS FROM SIMULATIONS
A. P (ρ) and the contact angle
The contact angle as a function of wall strength w
can be obtained from the measured form of the density
probability function P (ρ) in both a fully periodic sys-
tem and in the slit. Since P (ρ) can vary over many
decades it is convenient to work with its logarithm.
Doing so has the additional advantage that the latter
links directly to the grand potential which is given by
βΩ(ρ) = − lnP (ρ). Note that in all the simulation re-
sults that we present, w refers to the wall-fluid potential
strength measured in units of kBT , i.e. for (5) this quan-
tity denotes wLJ/kBT = 1.0877w and for (4) denotes
the well-depth in units of kBT . Figure 7(a) shows our
GCMC results for lnP (ρ) for the slit system at vapor-
liquid coexistence at a range of wall strengths w which
span the regime from wetting to drying. The data shown
is for the modified LR potential, but a similar scenario
plays out for the SR potential. For sufficiently large
w, a double peaked structure is evident in P (ρ). The
low density peak (of height Pvap) corresponds to the sys-
tem in a capillary vapor phase, while the high density
peak (of height Pliq) corresponds to the capillary liquid
phase. For large w the liquid has the higher peak (i.e.
is the stable phase), but as w is reduced, the height of
the liquid peak diminishes progressively, until it becomes
metastable with respect to the vapor. The liquid peak
height continues to diminish as w is decreased until even-
tually it disappears into a plateau. At still smaller w,
P (ρ) is a monotonically decreasing function in the re-
gion of liquid-like densities, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Also
included in Fig. 7 (dashed line) is the coexistence form
of P (ρ) for a fully periodic cubic system of side L that
matches the linear dimension of the planar walls in the
slit system, c.f. eq. (3). For this latter system, P (ρ)
exhibits a pair of equal peaks of probability Pmax, cor-
responding to the respective pure phase states. These
are separated by a central plateau (of probability Pmin)
corresponding to mixed phase (interfacial) states.
As is well established, the ratio of peak to valley prob-
abilities in the fully periodic case provides an accurate
estimate of the vapor-liquid surface tension γlv [86, 87]:
γvl = (2βL
2)−1 ln(Pmax/Pmin) , (48)
where β = (kBT )
−1. Similarly the ratio of peak heights
for the distributions in the slit system provides a measure
of the surface tension difference [88]:
γwv − γwl = −(2βL2)−1 ln(Pvap/Pliq) . (49)
Accordingly, one can simply read off these quantities di-
rectly from the measured forms of P (ρ) and insert them
into Young’s equation (1) in order to obtain an estimate
of the contact angle as
cos(θ) =
γwv − γwl
γvl
. (50)
This methodology can be used to estimate cos(θ) as
a function of wall strength w for both the LR and SR
wall-fluid potentials. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and
should be compared with those of the DFT calculations
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FIG. 7. (a) The form of lnP (ρ) for the modified 9-3 potential
at various w as listed in the key. The system size is L =
15σ,D = 30σ and the temperature T = 0.775Tc. (b) A close
up of the region close to drying. Also shown in both cases
(dashed line) is lnP (ρ) measured for a fully periodic system
of size V = (15σ)3.
of Fig. 5. A number of pertinent features are apparent.
First we note that for both the LR and SR cases, cos(θ)
appears to approach −1 tangentially both in simulation
and DFT. This behaviour is expected for a critical drying
transition [72], see Secs. III B and IV A. Second, in both
the LR and SR cases, the simulations appear to indicate
that drying occurs for a small but non-zero wall strength
w, the value of which is substantially smaller for the LR
case than the SR case. This appears to signal a quali-
tative discrepancy with DFT which unambiguously pre-
dicts (in accord with our binding potential calculations-
see Sec. IV A) that for the LR case critical drying occurs
at w = 0. We shall return to this discrepancy. Third,
there are clear qualitative differences between drying and
wetting for the LR case: While for the SR case cos(θ) ap-
proaches the wetting limit cos(θ) = 1 tangentially, sim-
ilar to drying, and therefore indicating critical wetting,
for the LR case the approach to this limit is with non-zero
gradient, indicative of first order wetting [72]. The DFT
results shown in Fig. 5 are consistent with this finding.
Beyond their utility for determining contact angles, the
relations (48)-(50) permit one to forge the link between
principal features of Fig. 7 and the surface phase diagram
(cf. Fig. 2). The wetting point (cos(θ) = 1) occurs for
Pliq/Pvap = Pmax/Pmin, which in the LR case occurs for
w ≈ 2.6. From fig. 7(a) one sees that while the liquid
peak is strongly stable at this point, there is a metastable
vapor peak which corresponds to a local free energy min-
imum. This minimum serves to bind the vapor phase to
the wall at the wetting transition and hence –and in ac-
cord with the observed behaviour of the contact angle–
the wetting transition is first order in this system [89].
The partial wetting regime, defined by 0 < cos(θ) < 1,
occurs for 1.8 . w . 2.6. Its lower boundary is marked
by the ‘neutral’ wall for which Pvap = Pliq. This heralds
entry into the partial drying regime (−1 ≤ cos(θ) < 0)
within which, for confinement within a slit, the liquid
phase is metastable with respect to the vapor. Drying oc-
curs for cos(θ) = −1 and corresponds to the wall strength
for which Pliq/Pvap = Pmin/Pmax. Fig. 7(b) shows that
the value of w at which this equality is satisfied coincides
closely with the point at which the liquid peak disappears
smoothly into a plateau. We can therefore provisionally
identify the drying point as that wall strength for which
the liquid peak vanishes. The smoothness with which
this occurs is consistent with the arguments presented
above advocating that drying is critical.
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FIG. 8. GCMC results for cos(θ)+1 versus w for the SR and
LR wall potential at vapor-liquid coexistence for T = 0.775Tc.
The system size is L = 15σ,D = 30σ. Lines are guides to the
eye.
B. Finite-size scaling: pinning down the drying
transition
Contact angle measurements provide an accurate indi-
cation of the order of a surface phase transition. However
in the case of a critical surface phase transition, they do
not yield accurate estimates for its location, nor for the
associated critical exponents. The problem goes beyond
the inherent difficulty of estimating the wall strength for
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which cos(θ) = ±1 when the approach to this limit is
tangential; the main difficulty is one of finite-size effects.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 which shows our GCMC
estimates of cos(θ) for values of w in the vicinity of the
critical drying transition, for three values of L; recall L2
is the wall area. The data clearly show that the apparent
drying point cos(θ) = −1 shifts systematically to lower
values of w as L increases. This observation is important
and we return to it later.
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FIG. 9. GCMC results for cos(θ) + 1 as a function of
the LR wall strength w for system sizes D = 30σ, L =
12.5σ, 15σ, 17.5σ.
To clarify the nature of the near-critical finite-size ef-
fects, it is useful to return to the density distribution
P (ρ). In examining this quantity we shall exclude the
low density region where the vapor peak occurs. This
peak corresponds to the capillary evaporation transition
that occurs when two vapor-liquid interfaces unbind from
the wall and wander to the slit centre where they annihi-
late. By excluding it from the sampling we can focus on
the behaviour at higher (liquid-like) densities, which are
the ones relevant for critical drying. A further advantage
is that we can switch from a logarithmic to a linear scale
which is more revealing as regards exposing the character
of the criticality.
Fig. 10 shows the measured forms of P (ρ) for the sys-
tem with LR wall-fluid interactions at a selection of sys-
tem sizes L and wall strengths w. One sees that for
sufficiently large w and L, P (ρ) exhibits a liquid peak.
On reducing w, this peak disappears into a plateau. On
further reduction P (ρ) becomes monotonically decreas-
ing with a bulge which gradually diminishes until, at
w = 0, the distribution comprises a linear part and a
tail. The interesting feature of Fig. 10 is that the pres-
ence or otherwise of a liquid peak at a given w depends
on the value of L. Even when w is sufficiently small that
only a bulge (but no peak) is seen, the bulge grows over
the range of accessible L, suggesting that a peak would
form were sufficiently large values of L attainable.
The range of w over which the distribution evolves
from having a peak to becoming linear with a tail, de-
creases with increasing L indicating scaling behaviour.
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FIG. 10. GCMC results for P (ρ) for the LR wall potential for
D = 30σ and various L at a selection of near-critical drying
values of w.
Only for w = 0 is the form of P (ρ) scale invariant, ie.
no peak begins to form as L is increased. In view of
this behaviour we believe that w = 0 marks the true
critical drying point for the system with LR wall-fluid
interaction and that in the thermodynamic limit a liquid
peak (indicating partial drying) will occur for all w > 0.
The finite-size dependence of the value of w for which a
peak first occurs feeds through to the observed finite-size
shift in the apparent drying point as measured via the
contact angle calculation (fig. 9). Recall that both DFT
(figs. 3-5) and binding potential calculations (Sec. IV A)
also predict critical drying for w = 0. Note also that for
w = 0, WLR(z) in (5) reduces to the hard wall potential
which we know leads to complete drying [38, 39].
FIG. 11. Simulation snapshot for a system with L =
50σ, w = 0.2. Particles are color coded according to their
distance from the wall at z = 0, with purple closest to the
wall and green furthest away. A large correlation length is
manifest in the vapor close to the wall.
The form of P (ρ) at criticality, namely a linear part
with a tail, is essentially a universal finite-size scaling
(FSS) function, albeit a trivial one. The simplicity of
its form stands in stark contrast to critical point FSS
functions for the order parameter found at bulk critical
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points (see eg. [61]). This difference highlights what we
believe to be a fundamental difference between bulk and
surface criticality in 3d as probed by simulations, namely
that one can approach, but never quite reach a surface
critical point.
To elaborate, consider the behaviour approaching the
critical drying point w → +wd. As criticality is neared,
the parallel correlation length grows like ξ‖ ∼ (w −
wd)
−ν‖ (see eq. 20 and Sec. VII C below). Physically,
one can regard ξ‖ as reflecting the lateral size of ‘bub-
bles’ of the incipient (vapor) phase that form at the
wall. The divergence in the bubble size as w → +wd
implies that ξ‖ can grow up to the system size L. How-
ever, the situation is different for the bubble thickness
in the perpendicular direction. This thickness is given
by ξ⊥, the surface roughness which also, in principle, di-
verges (albeit logarithmically) as w → +wd. However,
unlike ξ‖, the broken translational symmetry perpendic-
ular to the walls implies that in 3d simulations ξ⊥ is
strongly dampened by finite-size effects. General capil-
lary wave arguments e.g. [72, 77, 90] for a single un-
binding vapor-liquid interface predict that the surface
roughness ξ⊥ '
√
(kBT/2piγlv) ln(L/ξb). Thus the sur-
face roughness depends on the finite lateral dimension
of the system and owing to the strong
√
lnL dampen-
ing one expects that for currently accessible system sizes
the bubble thickness does not become large on the scale
of the particle diameter (or indeed the bulk correlation
length ξb). A configurational snapshot of the emerging
vapor-liquid interface at the wall (Fig. 11) in which par-
ticles are colored according to their distance from the
wall, confirms qualitatively this picture. Observing the
correlated regions of purple shaded particles lying close
to the wall and the green shaded particles further from
the wall, we note that there is a large but finite ξ‖ man-
ifest in the large fractal bubbles of ‘vapor’ which almost
span the system in the lateral dimension. However, the
perpendicular extent of these bubbles is microscopic, ex-
tending only a few particle diameters away from the wall.
We discuss the accompanying density profile in the next
subsection.
As ξ‖ → L for some w > wd, a vapor bubble spans the
wall allowing the liquid to unbind and form a free ‘slab’,
surrounded by vapor. In terms of the form of P (ρ), this
happens when the liquid peak –which corresponds to a
local free energy minimum that serves to binds the liq-
uid to the wall– disappears. Recall, however, that the
vanishing of the liquid peak occurs at the same value
of w for which the contact angle measurements predict
cos(θ) = −1. Thus the unbinding process can be viewed
as premature drying induced by the finite system size.
We shall denote the wall strength for which it occurs
by wd(L). Since the unbound liquid slab can fluctu-
ate freely away from the wall, premature drying marks a
spontaneous loss of the near-critical state at w ≈ wd(L).
This state of affairs contrasts starkly with the situation
for simulations of bulk critical phenomena where corre-
lations diverge isotropically and critical fluctuations can
be sampled right up to criticality. It appears not to have
been recognized previously.
The existence of the non-critical state allows one to ra-
tionalize the form of P (ρ) at critical drying. Owing to the
dampening of capillary fluctuations, the surface of the de-
tached liquid slab is rather sharp and localized and hence
the slab thickness (in the z-direction) is proportional to
ρ. Accordingly, the linear decrease of P (ρ|w = 0) seen
at low to moderate densities in Fig. 10 arises simply from
the ‘entropic repulsion’ of the slab and the wall: the num-
ber of positions for the slab center along the z axis that
are allowed by the presence of the wall, varies linearly
with slab thickness. The high density tail of P (ρ) on the
other hand reflects the free energy cost of pushing the
liquid up against the wall, the act of which quenches the
parallel density fluctuations. Its L dependence arises –as
shown in fig S2. of [69]– from a constant repulsive pres-
sure on the liquid-vapor interface by the wall, giving rise
to a force which scales simply with the wall area L2.
The critical wall strength, wd, is determined most ac-
curately as the largest value of w for which P (ρ) assumes
an L-independent form. This value can differ substan-
tially from wd(L). For the LR system we find wd = 0,
in agreement with the prediction of binding potential and
DFT calculations. However, for a system having SR wall-
fluid interactions (as described in Sec. II), binding poten-
tial calculations, as well as DFT and GCMC estimates of
contact angles (cf. Eq. (41) and Figs. 5,8) predict that
a critical drying transition occurs for a non-zero attrac-
tive wall strength. The value of the critical drying point
is not known a-priori from a binding potential analysis
in this case and hence it is interesting to see whether an
accurate determination can be made by examining the
w and L dependence of P (ρ). Fig. 12 shows that the be-
haviour mirrors qualitatively that found in the LR case
(Fig. 10). The main difference is that on decreasing w
from large values, a non-zero value of w is reached below
which P (ρ) exhibits a linear part and a tail for all L. On
the basis of the arguments given above we take this value
to be the critical drying point which we estimate to occur
for wd = 0.52(2).
C. Density and compressibility profiles and a
Maxwell relation.
The existence of premature drying identified above im-
plies that the critical limit can be accessed only in the
thermodynamic limit L → ∞. This begs the practical
question: How closely can one approach criticality for
a given L such that estimates of observables are repre-
sentative of the thermodynamic limit in the near-critical
region rather than the non-critical state?
To answer this question we have investigated the near-
critical behaviour of the local compressibility and density
profiles. Fig. 13(a) compares the form of χ(z) for a selec-
tion of values of L for the LR system at the near-critical
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FIG. 12. GCMC results for P (ρ) for the SR wall potential for
D = 30σ and various L at a selection of near-critical drying
values of w.
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FIG. 13. (a) GCMC results for the normalised compressibility
profile χ(z)/χb for the LR wall-fluid potential with w = 0.5
for various system sizes L. (b) The corresponding forms of
lnP (ρ) in the density range corresponding to the metastable
liquid peak. Note that the curves have been shifted vertically
so that they coincide at ρσ3 = 0.4 in the plateau region.
wall strength w = 0.5. A dramatic finite-size depen-
dence is apparent. Specifically, as L is increased from
small values, χ(z) decreases strongly, before converging
for sufficiently large L. Such a decrease is at first sight
most surprising because in bulk systems the total com-
pressibility generally increases with system size in the
vicinity of a critical point. The origin can be traced to
a smaller free energy cost for fluctuations to lower densi-
ties compared to those to higher densities, as manifest in
the finite-size forms of lnP (ρ) (Fig. 13(b)). In the partial
drying regime, the system occupies states whose densities
lie under the liquid peak shown in this figure. However,
the shape of the peak is strongly asymmetric, with a tail
extending to lower densities which runs smoothly into
the plateau associated with the non-critical fluctuations
of an unbound liquid slab. The tail reflects the relative
‘softness’ of fluctuations that reduce the density near the
wall. Fig. 13(b) also shows that the liquid peak height (as
measured from the plateau) grows with increasing L [91].
Accordingly, the extent to which the density fluctuations
can escape the top of the liquid peak and sample the
tail and plateau region decreases with increasing L. It
follows that for small L the sampling includes contribu-
tions from slab fluctuations (and/or their precursors in
the tail region) resulting in a spurious enhancement of
the compressibility.
Given this insight, it is interesting to reassess the role
of finite-size effects in previous simulation studies for flu-
ids near weakly attractive substrates. In Ref. [59], χ(z)
was measured for SPC/E water as a function of the at-
tractive wall strength w. For small w, the form of χ(z)
that was observed is similar to that shown for L = 15σ
in Fig. 13(a). In view of the smaller values of L that
were attainable for the water model compared to the
current LJ system, it is now clear that this compressibil-
ity profile was affected by finite-size effects. Remaining
with SPC/E water, we note reports of asymmetry in the
form of the probability function of the fluctuating density
within a subvolume located close to a large hydrophobic
solute particle [54, 55]. The findings shown in Fig. 13(b)
help rationalize this observation in terms of finite-size
effects.
The upshot of our analysis of finite-size effects is that
in order to obtain estimates of observables that are rep-
resentative of the thermodynamic limit, one must ensure
that L is sufficiently large for the prescribed w that the
liquid peak is high. This in turn requires ξ‖  L. Mea-
surements of ρ(z) and χ(z) that have been found to be
L-independent are shown in Fig. 14 for L = 50σ. For
this rather large value of L, finite-size effects are found
to be small provided w & 0.3 (recall that criticality is
at w = 0 for the LR system). Within this region we ob-
serve clear evidence of strong near-critical fluctuations:
the local compressibility near the wall exceeds its bulk
value by a factor in excess of 200, cf. Fig. 14(a). Ad-
ditionally, a growing drying layer is associated with the
density profile of Fig. 14(b). Note, however, that owing
to its very weak critical divergence – see (30), the drying
layer thickness does not attain more than a few particle
diameters, for these values of L, even when ξ‖ is an order
of magnitude larger.
Comparison with the DFT results in Fig. 6 are reveal-
ing. We note first that in the simulations the density
and χ(z) profiles very close to the walls have different
shapes from those obtained in DFT. The latter decrease
smoothly to zero as z → 0, reflecting the soft wf re-
pulsion in (5). Since the wf potential employed in sim-
ulations is the modified form with its minimum at the
hard-wall, z = 0, the density profiles, for larger values
of w, are increasing as z → 0. However, this difference
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is not important for small values of w when the dry-
ing layer has developed. The density profiles then have
very similar forms and integrated quantities such as the
adsorption should not depend on the fine details of the
wf potential. χ(z) goes to a non-zero value at z = 0
in simulation but the overall variation in shape with w
is similar to that in DFT. What is striking is that for
a similar thickness of drying layer the simulation results
yield much larger maxima in χ(z).
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FIG. 14. (a) GCMC results for the normalised compress-
ibility profile χ(z)/χb at vapor liquid coexistence for various
strengths w of the LR system as given in the key. The sys-
tem size is L = 50σ,D = 30σ, and the temperature is 0.775Tc.
(b) Corresponding results for the normalised density profile
ρ(z)/ρb.
As criticality is approached, finite-size effects begin to
manifest themselves when ξ‖ ' L. We find that the
form of χ(z) is considerably more sensitive to changes in
L in this regime than is ρ(z) – an effect that is trace-
able to the much stronger critical divergence of ξ‖ com-
pared to that of the drying film thickness (or the ad-
sorption Γ), cf. Eqs. (21),(30),(33). To probe further
the relationship between the two profiles, we have ex-
amined within simulation the Maxwell relation eq. (12),
that links Γ1 ≡ ∂Γ/∂w to the weighted compressibility
χ1 ≡ ∂Θ/∂µ. The adsorption Γ(w) was obtained from
ρ(z) using (8) allowing access to its numerical deriva-
tive Γ1 in (12). A fit to the latter is shown in Fig. 15,
where it is compared with our measurements of χ1. One
observes that at large w, far from criticality, there are
small discrepancies between the two quantities. These we
attribute to the fact that when the drying layer is thin
ρ(z) contains more structure and numerical integration
is less accurate. On moving to smaller w, for which ξ‖
is large (but still small compared to L), there is excellent
agreement between Γ1 and χ1 – a finding that verifies
our numerics. However, as the wall strength w ≈ 0.3 is
reached, a significant discrepancy starts to appear. Given
the differing sensitivities of χ(z) and ρ(z) to finite-size
effects noted above, we speculate that this discrepancy
serves as an indicator that the limit ξ ≈ L has been
reached and finite-size effects are significant. The extent
to which the Maxwell relation holds therefore appears
to serve as a useful tool for diagnosing when finite size
effects are significant.
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FIG. 15. A comparison of β−1Γ1σ2 and β−1χ1σ2 for the
LR system as related by the Maxwell relation eq. (12) with
L = 50σ,D = 30σ. The temperature is T = 0.775Tc. The
line is a fit to β−1Γ1. Statistical errors are comparable with
the symbol sizes.
D. Estimates of ν‖
In Sec VII B the form of P (ρ) was examined for state
points near criticality. Precisely at criticality P (ρ) com-
prises a linear part and a tail. The linear part occurs at
low to moderate densities and arises from the entropic re-
pulsion of the wall to the unbound liquid slab. The high
density tail arises from the free energy cost of pushing
the slab up against the wall. Neither of these phenom-
ena is directly associated with criticality, and thus one
cannot expect P (ρ) to exhibit non-trivial finite-size scal-
ing (FSS) behavior as a whole. Rather, the signature of
near critical fluctuations is manifest in the density range
where the liquid is still (weakly) bound to the wall but
exhibits strong parallel density fluctuations. This corre-
spond to the liquid peak in Fig. 10, the height of which
depends on ξ‖ and vanishes when ξ‖ ≈ L allowing the
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liquid slab to unbind from the wall. Simple FSS dictates
that this vanishing occurs not at wd but at the larger
effective value wd(L) = wd + aL
−1/ν‖ .
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FIG. 16. The scaling of wd(L), i.e. the wall strength at which
a peak appears in P (ρ), as a function of L for the LR wall-
fluid potential at vapor-liquid coexistence. Data are shown
for two subcritical temperatures.
We have determined the value of ν‖ via the anticipated
FSS wd(L) ∼ L−1/ν‖ ; wd = 0 for the LR case. For a
number of choices of L we measured wd(L) accurately
(via histogram extrapolation) from the vanishing of the
liquid peak of P (ρ) (cf. Fig. 10). As Fig. 16 shows, we do
indeed see power law scaling, from which we can extract
an estimate of ν‖ –see key. Interestingly, however, this
estimate exceeds the prediction ν‖ = 0.5 of mean field
and RG theories (see Secs. IV A, IV B) by more than a
factor of two and additionally appears to show a clear
dependence on the temperature.
A further independent estimate of ν‖ can be obtained
from the growth in the maximum of χ(z) on the approach
to critical drying. On theoretical grounds one expects
(cf. Eq. (21)) that χmax ∼ (w − wd)−2ν‖ . The data of
Fig. 17, when fitted to a power law, yield an estimate of
ν‖ (see key of Fig. 17) that is again more than twice the
theoretical prediction and (in common with the finding
for wd(L)) seem to demonstrate a clear temperature de-
pendence. We shall return to these findings in Sec. VIII.
E. Critical wetting
So far we have focused exclusively on critical drying.
However the contact angle measurements of Figs. 5 and
8 suggest that for a SR wall-fluid potential (4), critical
wetting occurs. It is therefore of interest to ask how the
associated phenomenology compares with that of critical
drying. To this end we have performed simulation stud-
ies of the L-dependence of P (ρ) in the neighborhood of
the wetting point suggested by the contact angle mea-
surements. Our results are shown in Fig. 18 and exhibit
closely analogous behaviour to that seen for critical dry-
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FIG. 17. GCMC measurements of the scaling of the peak in
χ(z)/χb with wall strength w for the LR wall-fluid potential
at vapor-liquid coexistence. χb is the bulk liquid phase com-
pressibility. The system size is L = 50σ,D = 30σ and data
are shown for two subcritical temperatures.
ing in the SR case (Fig. 12). The main difference is that
here it is the vapor phase that is metastable, displaying
a peak that decays smoothly into a plateau before turn-
ing into a bulge, which decays further with increasing w
until all that remains is a linear part and a tail. As for
drying, the effect of increasing L is to increase the height
of any peak or the strength of any bulge. However once
critical wetting is reached, P (ρ) exhibits a linear part and
a tail for all L. The smallest value of w for which this
occurs therefore marks the critical wetting point. For
our SR system this appears to occur at ww ≈ 4.2(2).
We note that this is very different from the estimate of
ww(L) = 3.7(1) which emerges from the contact angle
measurements for L = 15σ and which corresponds to
the point at which the vapor peak disappears into the
plateau. Clearly, therefore, an analysis of finite-size ef-
fects is indispensable when seeking to obtain accurate
estimates of critical wetting points, as indeed it is for
critical drying.
In Fig. 19 we show results for the normalised compress-
ibility profile χ(z)/χb and density profile ρ(z)/ρb on the
approach to critical wetting. For the system size L = 50σ
that we used, the estimates were unaffected by finite-size
effects for w . 3.6. In common with the results for crit-
ical drying (cf. Fig. 14), one sees a very large relative
compressibility near the walls. The local compressibility
in the liquid-like layers near the walls is up to 500 times
that of the bulk vapor at the same coexistence chemical
potential. The main difference between critical drying
and wetting is that owing to the very strong SR wall at-
traction in the case of wetting, packing effects occur in
the density profile near the wall, and these modulate the
compressibility profile as well. An interesting feature of
the density profile, Fig. 19(b), is that a very dense single
layer of particles is strongly adsorbed on the walls. Given
the very short range (0.5σ) of the square well wf poten-
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tial, particles beyond this layer do not interact with the
wall directly, rather they experience an effective confin-
ing potential that stems from the dense first layer, and
whose form is that of the truncated LJ ff potential. This
implies the system is still governed by SR interactions,
allowing critical wetting to occur.
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FIG. 18. GCMC results for P (ρ) for the SR wall potential
for D = 30σ and various L at a selection of wall strengths w
near to the critical wetting point.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the properties of a
fluid having truncated particle-particle (ff) interactions
which is confined between smooth planar walls. Two
forms of the wall-fluid interaction potential W (z) have
been considered: the long ranged (LR) case (5) in which
W (z) exhibits power law decay and the short ranged (SR)
case (4) of a square well potential. Clear evidence has
been obtained that the character of the wetting and dry-
ing transitions is sensitive to this range. In particular
we find from simulation and DFT that for the LR case
wetting is first order, while for the square well wall it is
critical [92]. By contrast, drying is critical for both the
SR and LR cases. For the latter case drying occurs at
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FIG. 19. (a) GCMC results for the normalised compress-
ibility profile χ(z)/χb at vapor liquid coexistence for various
strengths w of the SR system, approaching critical wetting.
The system size is L = 50σ,D = 30σ, and the temperature
is = 0.775Tc. (b) Corresponding results for the normalised
density profile ρ(z)/ρb.
exactly zero attractive wall strength ie. for a hard wall.
Of course it is well known that in this limit complete dry-
ing occurs for all T < Tc [38, 39]. What is remarkable,
however, is that the transition is critical and is predicted
to occur precisely at w = 0 for all LR (power law) forms
of W (z).
Knowledge of the exact location of a surface phase
transition in 3d provides a unique opportunity to study
a surface critical point free from uncertainty regarding
its location (a problem that has previously plagued Ising
model studies of critical wetting [24]). We have obtained
simulation estimates of the surface critical exponent ν‖
in the LR case and compared these with the predictions
of mean field theory and a linear renormalization group
calculation, finding our estimate to be over twice the pre-
dicted value. Furthermore, the exponent estimates ex-
hibit a clear temperature dependence – a feature which
is also at variance with the theoretical predictions. Given
that d = 3 is the upper critical dimension for this system,
at which mean field theory for the exponents is expected
to hold, these findings are unexpected.
A possible reason for the discrepancy is finite-size ef-
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fects, the nature of which we have sought to elucidate.
Finite-size effects for surface criticality have been inves-
tigated previously in the context of critical wetting in
the Ising model with SR forces (where the special sym-
metry implies that wetting and drying are equivalent).
A finite-size scaling ansatz proposed by Binder and co-
workers [23, 24] assumes that critical wetting in 3d can be
treated on the same footing as a bulk transition in which
two independent correlation lengths diverge in orthogo-
nal directions. However, our results call this assumption
into question. We find that while ξ‖ can grow as large as
the wall dimension L, ξ⊥ is, by contrast, heavily damped
for finite L and remains microscopic for all accessible
system sizes (recall that capillary wave theory predicts
ξ⊥ ∼
√
lnL in d = 3). Moreover, as ξ‖ → L the system
spontaneously exits the near-critical state due to the pre-
mature unbinding of the metastable phase. This state of
affairs differs qualitatively from that for bulk criticality
where critical fluctuations can be measured right up to
the critical point, together with quantities such as cumu-
lants of the order parameter distribution. Clearly fresh
and bespoke FSS approaches are need for dealing with
surface criticality in fluid systems.
Given the heavy dampening of ξ⊥, the surface criti-
cal behaviour observed in simulations appears to be con-
trolled by the single diverging lengthscale ξ‖. It is there-
fore tempting to speculate that effective critical surface
behaviour is 2d Ising like in character. Indeed our mea-
sured values of ν‖ are much closer to ν‖ = 1 than they are
to the theoretical prediction ν‖ = 1/2. Another issue to
note is that owing to its slow (logarithmic) divergence as
w → 0, the thickness of the drying layer does not exceed
a few particle diameters at the state point closest to crit-
icality for which we can attain the thermodynamic limit.
Of course, for very large system sizes one might expect to
observe a crossover to the mean-field and RG predictions
of Sec. IV; however no hints of such a crossover are vis-
ible in our results, despite the investment of substantial
computational resources to study large systems. In our
view, if such a crossover exists, there seems little hope of
observing it in the foreseeable future.
Our finding that premature drying occurs when ξ‖ ' L
helps to explain a longstanding controversy in the litera-
ture [43–50] concerning the order of the drying transition.
On the basis of MD simulation, van Swol and Henderson
asserted that the drying transition for a square well fluid
with SR wall-fluid interactions is first order in charac-
ter. The evidence for this was that at small attractive
wall strength an abrupt change was observed in the den-
sity profile ρ(z) from a liquid-like profile to a gas-like
one. Given the insights provided by the present work,
one can see that rather than being associated with a first
order drying transition, this phenomenology arises from
the premature unbinding of the liquid slab which then
diffuses away from wall.
One of the motivations for the present work was to
contribute to ongoing attempts to understand the corre-
lation between the structure of water near a hydrophobic
surface and the value of the contact angle. Experimen-
tal studies have reported a region of depleted density in
the close proximity of hydrophobic surfaces [27–32], while
simulation studies report a growth in density fluctuations
near the surface as the contact angle increases [53–58]. As
we have shown previously [59], both phenomena in water
can be accounted for if hydrophobic substrates can be as-
sociated with the approach to the critical drying point.
Pertinent is the form of the wall-oxygen potential. In the
GCMC simulations of Ref. [52] this was non-truncated
9-3, equivalent to (5), and the water model was SPC/E
which is SR. On the basis of the arguments presented
here we would predict critical drying of water in the limit
where the attraction strength w vanishes. Indeed Ku-
mar and Errington (see Fig. 9 of [52]) appeared to ob-
serve cos(θ) approaching −1 (tangentially) for very small
w. In our own study of SPC/E [59] the 9-3 wall-oxygen
potential was truncated at a large distance 15A˚ and sim-
ilar behaviour was found but we could not identify the
drying point accurately. The MD study [56] employed
a wall-oxygen potential with a non-truncated z−6 tail.
Once again we would predict critical drying in the limit
of vanishing attraction. It is likely that the strong den-
sity fluctuations close to the wall that are observed in
[56] are associated with the approach to the critical re-
gion; the authors consider very weak wf attraction but
their estimates of cos(θ) are not sufficiently accurate to
address the location of the transition point. The present
study of a generic fluid model serves to emphasize that
there is nothing special about water with respect to these
phenomena. Indeed it seems that critical drying should
be expected for all liquids provided the substrate is suf-
ficiently weak and this will be associated with a growing
drying layer and enhanced density fluctuations near the
substrate. Furthermore it can be expected that the pres-
ence of the critical drying point is to be felt throughout
the hydrophobic (partial drying) regime i.e. not just in
the limit cos(θ) = −1.
Finally we briefly point out a number of avenues for
future work. While the present study has focused on
critical drying in the particular case of SR ff with LR
wf because here the critical point is known exactly, it
would be interesting to see if one can determine critical
properties for drying and wetting in a SR system such as
a square well wall (4). Our results (Figs. 12,18) strongly
suggest that the hallmark of surface criticality is the same
as for the LR case, namely a scale invariant limit in which
P (ρ) exhibits a linear part with a tail. It remains to
be seen whether application of this method for locating
criticality provides sufficient accuracy to allow reliable
estimates of exponents, which are predicted to depend
on the form of the wf and ff potentials-see Sec. III B.
Beyond this, it would also be interesting to investigate
the case most pertinent to real systems, where dispersion
forces ensure that both wf and ff are LR and critical
drying can occur at non-zero wall strength (whose value
is known exactly in terms of the coexisting densities [73])
and the critical exponents are predicted to take large
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values, e.g. ν‖ = 5/2 [72].
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